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Frequency Dependence of Shot Noise in a Diffusive Mesoscopic Conductor
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Detailed measurements of the voltage, temperature, and frequency dependence of the nonequil
current fluctuations for a diffusive mesoscopic conductor are reported. The data confirm predict
that a mesoscopic conductor shorter than the electron-electron inelastic length will display
noise. Furthermore, the low temperatures (100 mK) and high frequencies (1–20 GHz) used fo
measurements allow tests in the high-frequency regime (i.e.,hn ¿ eV and kT ) of the shot noise,
which clearly show the influence of vacuum fluctuations. The quantum noise causes a high-frequ
“cutoff” in the shot noise,i.e., the noise is independent of bias voltage for frequenciesn . eVyh.
[S0031-9007(97)02944-X]

PACS numbers: 73.23.Ps, 05.40.+ j, 42.50.Lc, 72.70.+m
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Is shot noise “white?” Shot noise occurs in a wide v
riety of systems [1], due to the passage of individual el
trons from one side of the device to the other. If t
currentI is indeed composed of completely uncorrelat
discrete “shots” of chargee, then the current spectral de
sity of the fluctuations is given by the well-known Po
son limit SI snd  2eI and is independent of frequenc
i.e., white. At sufficiently high frequencies, however, th
relation must break down. A correct treatment of t
high-frequency spectrum of shot noise should include
details of correlations among the electrons which co
arise due to Coulomb interactions and the Pauli exclus
principle, and should also include vacuum (zero-po
fluctuations. In fact, measurements of the shot noise s
trum should shed light on the detailed physics of elect
transport in the system under study.

Recently, much attention has been focused on s
noise in mesoscopic systems, in which the electron tra
port is phase coherent. Measurements of the shot n
in ballistic mesoscopic conductors, such as quantum p
contacts [2–4], have shown that the overall level of
shot noise is reduced when the transmission of the q
tum channels is large, as predicted by Khlus and
Lesovik [5,6]. Shot noise in a diffusive mesoscopic co
ductor shorter than the inelastic electron-electron len
Lee was predicted [7,8] to have a reduced magnitu
of SI  2eIy3, since even in the presence of lar
amounts of elastic scattering, there are a significa
number of channels with large transmission probabil
For a longer conductor withLee , L , Leph, Steinbach
et al. [9] measured the noise due to electron self-heat
They observed a crossover toward suppressed shot
for L ø Lee. In this Letter, we present the first high
frequency measurements of the nonequilibrium curr
fluctuations of a diffusive mesoscopic conductor. Furth
more, these measurements represent the first direct,
tematic tests of the frequency spectrum of electron s
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noise for any system in the high-frequency regime, wher
hn is greater than eithereV or kT .

The frequency spectrum of the current fluctuations
in a quantum point contact was derived by Yang [10].
Büttiker calculated the noise of a phase-coherent con
ductor (i.e.,L , Lee) with multiple conducting channels,
including the possibility of energy-dependent scattering
[11]. In the simplest case of a two-terminal conductor
with energy-independent transmission, the current spe
tral density reduces to

SI snd 
NX
n

Dns1 2 Dnd
2e2

h

Ω
seV 1 hnd

3 coth

∑
eV 1 hn

2kT

∏
1 seV 2 hnd

3 coth

∑
eV 2 hn

2kT

∏æ
1

NX
n

D2
n

2e2

h

Ω
2hn coth

∑
hn

2kT

∏æ
, (1)

whereN is the number of conducting modes, each with
transmission probabilityDn, andT is the temperature of
the electron reservoirs on either side of the constriction
The prefactor of the first term expresses the suppressio
of shot noise due to the Fermi statistics of the charg
carriers. The last term gives the correct fluctuations a
equilibrium (i.e., atV  0). Note that in the limit that all
theDn are small, Eq. (1) reduces to the form derived [12]
for a tunnel junction.

The current spectral density given in Eq. (1) re-
duces to more familiar forms in several limiting
cases. WheneV ¿ kT and hn, it yields shot noise
with SI  h2eI. Here h is the suppression factor
h 

P
Dns1 2 Dndy

P
Dn. This factor is predicted

[7] to be 1y3 for the diffusive case withL , Lee.
The equilibrium fluctuations (i.e., at zero voltage) are
given by SI  2hnG cothfhny2kT g, where G is the
© 1997 The American Physical Society
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total conductanceG 
2e2

h

P
Dn, in agreement with

the fluctuation-dissipation theorem [13]. Thus for lo
frequencies and low biasesseV ø kT d, we recover the
well-known Johnson noise limitSI  4kTG. Finally,
in the limit wherehn ¿ eV and kT , the noise is domi-
nated by vacuum fluctuations or “quantum noise,” w
SI  2hnG. While it may be tempting to picture Eq. (1
as representing a simple sum of these three different n
processes, they are in fact intimately related, and Eq.
represents anonlinear superpositionof Johnson, shot, and
quantum noises.

The unusual nature of this superposition can be emp
sized by examining the fluctuations predicted by Eq.
as a function of voltage for different frequencies (s
Fig. 1). At zero frequency (full line), there is a trans
tion from Johnson noise to the linearly rising shot noi
at eV , kT s,2 meVd. At 20 GHz (dotted line), the
fluctuations are dominated by quantum noise and donot
increase from their equilibrium value until the voltag
Vcutoff  hnye is exceeded, even though the conditio
eV . kT is fulfilled and the low-frequency fluctuation
(solid line) are increasing rapidly. This plateau at hi
frequencies occurs because the transmission of elect
in each channel is correlated [14] in time, and rough
periodic at the “attempt frequency”n  eVyh. Alter-
natively, an observation of voltage-independent no
for jV j , Vcutoff can be viewed as confirmation of th

FIG. 1. Predicted dc bias voltage dependence of noise (
for three frequencies at a bath temperature of 25 mK. T
current spectral density predicted by Eq. (1), withDn ø 1 for
all n, has been converted to an equivalent noise tempera
TN through the relationTN  SI y4kG. Note that the noise is
independentof bias voltage forejV j , hn. The bias voltage
modulation technique is shown schematically and the expec
differential noiseDTN for a 30 mV p.p. modulation is also
displayed (bottom).
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frequency-dependent fluctuation-dissipation theorem
this mesoscopic resistor. The vacuum contribution to
equilibrium fluctuations was measured previously in a r
sistor [15] and in the resistive termination of a wavegui
[16]. In addition, noise temperatures limited by quantu
fluctuations have been observed [17] in mixers based
superconducting tunnel junctions. However, the crosso
from vacuum fluctuations to shot noise at nonzero b
(i.e., not at equilibrium) has, to our knowledge, not y
been observed in any system.

To investigate this spectral dependence of the s
noise, we performed high-frequency measurements
fluctuations in a diffusive metallic film shorter than th
electron-electron inelastic length. The sample consis
of a thin (10 nm) gold film patterned viae-beam lithog-
raphy into a strip 40 nm wide by 200 nm long. Th
gold film had a diffusion constant of about40 cm2ys
and a nearly temperature-independent sheet resistanc
9 Vysquare. The length of the strip was defined by a p
of thick (80 nm) clean Au contacts, which have a sheet
sistance of less than0.1 Vysquare. Below 1 K, the pre
dominant phase-breaking mechanism is electron-elec
scattering. Based on the known diffusion constant a
resistivity, we calculate [18] that the electron-electron
elastic lengthLee should be greater than2 mm at 100 mK,
so thatL ø Lee for all the measurements described he

This device was cooled to less than 100 mK in a
lution refrigerator and coupled to a cryogenically coole
broadband HEMT amplifier covering the frequency ran
1–20 GHz. The high frequencies used avoid compli
tions due to1yf noise and allow access to the high
frequency regime, sincehnykT , 10 at 20 GHz and
100 mK. In order to observe noise levels on the order
mK while the amplifier contribution is about 100 K, w
apply a low-frequency modulation to the bias voltage
the device and detect the synchronous change in ampl
output power in a broad bandwidthB , 0.5 GHz. As
shown in Fig. 2, the experimental configuration allow
for simultaneous measurement in two frequency ban
at a low frequency (1.5 GHz) and at a high frequen
between 5 and 20 GHz. The combination of broad m
surement band, good impedance matching to the
vice (with R , 47V), and synchronous detection allow
very sensitive measurements of the change in the n

FIG. 2. Schematic of noise measurement apparatus.
3371
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temperatureDTN with bias voltage. Using this syn-
chronous technique, the signal-to-noise ratio is improv
[19] by

p
Bt, giving sensitivity of better than 5 mK in

one secondst  1d of integration.
Measurements of the shot noise spectrum were p

formed by rectifying the power in each channel with
diode. The diode outputs were fed to lock-in amplifiers
and the synchronous change in noiseDTN was detected for
a 1 kHz square-wave modulation of the bias by630 mV
(60 mV p.p.). The lock-in readings were then recorded fo
a range of dc bias voltages, and the LO frequency for t
high frequency channel was changed and the measurem
repeated. The measurement technique is self-calibrat
in the following sense: The amplifier noise is effectivel
subtracted by the lock-in amplifiers, leaving only one un
known parameter, the frequency-dependent gain of the s
tem (in volts at the lock-in output per mK of device outpu
noise). We expect that for large bias voltages such th
eV ¿ kT andhn, the slope of noise temperature vs volt
age should be the same for all frequencies and given
SI  2eIy3. Making this assumption, we can then scal
the lock-in output for each frequency and compare the d
pendences on bias voltage, temperature, and frequen
An absolute calibration of the gain, and therefore, an acc
rate determination of the 1y3 suppression factor, was no
possible in this configuration [20], as the amplifier nois
drifts on the order of 1% over a few minutes.

The differential noise signals theoretically expected fo
the diffusive conductor, under the example conditions
25 mK, all Dn ø 1, and a small (30 mV p.p.) voltage
modulation, are shown in the bottom of Fig. 1. If som
of the Dn are not small, then the shot noise suppressi
simply multiplies thedifferential curves by an overall
vertical scale factor of 1y3, but does not affect theirshape.
In particular, the cutoff voltage should be unaffected. Th
measured values ofDTN for frequencies of 1.5, 5, 10,
15, and 20 GHz, taken at a mixing chamber temperatu
of 40 mK, are shown in Fig. 3. While we see thatDTN

for the low-frequency noise (circles) changes rapidly wit
voltage, approaching its linear asymptote at voltages
only a few timeskTye , 10 mV, the curves become
successively broader for increasing frequencies. The no
for the highest frequencies has a clearly different shap
displaying the expected plateau forjV j , Vcutoff  hnye
(about80 mV for 20 GHz). Also shown in Fig. 3 (full
lines) are theoretical curves based on Eq. (1), account
for the finite voltage difference used, and for an electro
temperature of 100 mK [21]. The asymptotic value o
DTN has beenarbitrarily scaled (since the frequency-
dependent system gain is not known to better than abo
30%) to be 112 mK for each frequency, corresponding
the expected suppression factor of 1y3.

One potential source of systematic errors when detecti
such small changes in noise power is a variation in the a
plifier noise due to a bias-dependent change in the dev
impedance. Because of the extremely large bandwidth
quired, we could not use a microwave isolator between t
3372
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FIG. 3. Measured differential noise for frequencies of 1.5
5, 10, 15, and 20 GHz, with mixing chamber temperature o
40 mK. Solid lines show the predictions of Eq. (1) for an
electron temperature of 100 mK, and accounting for the voltag
modulation of60 mV p.p.

amplifier and sample. However, the sample impedan
of 46.5 V is well matched to the amplifier and indepen
dent of bias voltage. Any frequency-dependent mismat
should simply cause a bias-independent change in the ga
and is automatically corrected via the technique describ
above. The critical conclusion of Fig. 3 relies on the sys
tematic changes with frequency of theshapesof the DTN

curves vs bias voltage. Further proof that the observed sh
noise cutoff must be due to vacuum fluctuations is obtain
by measuring theDTN curves at different temperatures
The data for two frequencies (1.5 and 20 GHz) and mix
ing chamber temperatures of 50 and 750 mK are compar
in Fig. 4. The horizontal axes have been scaled to dime
sionless units ofeVykT . As expected, at 750 mK,hnykT
becomes small even for 20 GHz, and the data follow th
same shape as the 1.5 GHz curves, which show only th
mal broadening. Thus the cutoff in the shot noise, seen
the horizontal plateau ofDTN at 20 GHz and 50 mK, ap-
pears only in the quantum regimehn ¿ kT , in agreement
with Eq. (1).

Steinbachet al. [9] showed the existence of a “self-
heating” regime for devices of intermediate lengthLee ,

L , Leph. This also results in a linear increase in nois
with large bias voltages, but with a slightly different slope
from the suppressed shot noise, Eq. (1). Although w
cannot distinguish these regimes by their slopes (since o
overall system gain is not sufficiently well determined)
we can differentiate between heating and shot noise
examining theshapeof the low-frequency data vs voltage.
The data for 1.5 GHz and a mixing chamber temperatu
of 750 mK are shown in the inset of Fig. 4, along with th
best fits to the shot noise theory, Eq. (1) (full line), an
the electron-heating theory (dotted line) given in [9]. Th
broadening observed is significantlylessthan that expected
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FIG. 4. Variation of differential noiseDTN with temperature.
The differential noise at 1.5 GHz (full line) and 20 GHz
(triangles), for a mixing chamber temperature of 50 mK, ar
plotted vs the dimensionless voltage in units ofkT , along
with corresponding data for 750 mK (circles and crosse
respectively). Inset shows a comparison of 1.5 GHz data f
750 mK with shot noise theory [full line, Eq. (1)] and electron-
heating theory (dotted line).

for the electron heating, but in good agreement with sh
noise. This agreement, taken in combination with th
dependence on frequency of Fig. 3, provides conclusiv
proof that our sample is in the mesoscopic regime, an
that the nonequilibrium fluctuations are due to shot nois
rather than electron heating within the sample.

The ability to perform “shot-noise spectroscopy” on
mesoscopic devices should allow investigation of sever
other aspects of the dynamics of correlated electron tran
port in these systems. For example, Coulomb repulsio
of the electrons in a 1-d conducting channel are predicted
under certain conditions [22] to cause truly periodic osci
lations at the frequencyf  Iye  sVe2yhdye  eVyh,
which is the same as the cutoff frequency observed he
The spectrum given in Eq. (1) does not include Coulom
interactions, energy-dependent transmission coefficien
nor the finite transit time of electrons through the device
For a diffusive conductor, this last time scale is given
by t  L2yD (or n  1y2pt , 16 GHz for the device
studied here) and can be made comparable to the inve
of the measurement frequency. Sensitive measureme
of the noise can also reveal new effects which are n
present in conductance. One example of these is the tw
particle interference effect [14,23] which is visible only
through studies of the noise in the presence of a tim
varying Aharonov-Bohm flux.

In summary, we have measured the spectrum of th
nonequilibrium current fluctuations of a diffusive meso
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scopic conductor in the high-frequency regime, wher
hn ¿ eV and kT . These measurements show the e
fects of vacuum fluctuations, which lead to a cutoff in th
shot noise at a frequencyncutoff  eVyh, in good agree-
ment with the predicted spectrum for a quantum conduct
[10,11].
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